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INTRODUCTION
In recognition of the fact that social ivork has developed con¬
siderably beyond the understanding of the average conmiunHy during
recent years, social agencies have found it imperative that they
bring before the public some knowledge of their programs, activities
and purposes. This knowledge can best be brought forth through ef¬
fective channels of agency interpretation.
Definition of Terms»
Interpretation or Public Relations
The term interpretation, or public relations, as here used,
relates to all plans and efforts, either on a permanent or temporary
basis, idiieh have as their primary purpose the dissemination of in¬
formation concemlng an agency*s programs designed to create under¬
standing, good will and communi-ty sensitivity to the work and tech¬
niques of the agency.
Types of Service
Types of service refer to those channels through ‘tdxich the
agencies disseminate information for the purpose of creating, culti¬
vating and retaining the good will and understanding of the community.
Methods of Interpretation
Methods of interpretation, as used in this study, pertain to
those activities which have as their objective the creation of under¬
standing, good will and sympathy toward the work of the agency,
TTnportanoe of Interpretation
Gertrude Sprtnger, in speaking of the importance of interpretation
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says, "interpretation is not something to be done only if and idien
tixne permits, for it involves a qualify idiich injects itself into
every contact that the agency makes vdth the community,"^ Inter¬
pretation moreover, is important not only for its development of this
understanding and appreciation, but also for its great value to the
agency by keeping its programs in the minds of the community members*
"The public", says El'wood Street, "is only too iivllling to think ill
of an agency of -vihioh it hears no good,"^ If a community thinks ill
of an agency, then that agency cannot expect the support of that
community. In this connection. Street again says, "private agencies
have developed programs of interpretation of sorts because they must
be knoim and understood by a considerable body of citizens if their
voluntary support is to be forthcoming,"®
The fact has been brought out by •writers in this field that there
are certain limitations and weaknesses in most agency programs of
in'berpretation. Too of'ben social agencies fail •to realize idiat is
really meant by Interpretative programs or public relations services.
Many do not know •what -tdiey -want to in-berpret, or to •whom they are
interpreting. Sometimes there are situations in •which an agency may
direct its public rela^tlons activities toward one group or class of
persons. Too of^ten the eommunl-iy as a whole, or •those persons most
•vitally concerned v/i-th the agency* s work and aoti^vities are the veiy
<mes vho are disregarded and left ignorant of its programs,^
^Gertrude Springer. "Speaking of In-terpretation," Survey^
Vol. LXXII (February, 1938), pp, 46-46,
^El'wood Street, "Public IVelfare and Public Opinion," Survey,
Vol, Lmi (January, 1936), pp, 13-15,
®Ibid„ p, 14.
A
^Gertrude Springer, op, oit,, p, 45,
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Furpoee of the Stuchr
With the growing recognition of the importance of social work
interpretatien^ end the constant improvements in methods used, this
study will attempt to bring out facts pertaining to the extent to
Tdiieh Atlanta agencies working with Negroes are sharing in the en^
richment of humanistic understanding and social bettenoent through
ihe use of adequate programs of interpretation. The study was ln«>
augurated
1. to ascertain the extent to which agencies working witii
Negroes carried on programs of inteirpretatiou;
2. to find the methods of interpretation used and to dis¬
cover if the agencies employed one particular type of pro¬
gram tdiioh had proved of Interest to the general publio,
or whether several methods are usedi
3. to find out by ahom programs of Interpretation are promoted
and the extent to ahich various methods end services aiw
used;
4. to compare the methods used in order to find these most
commonly used by all of the agencies;
5* to find the adequacy of facilities for carrying on pro¬
grams of interpretation;
6. to ascertain those methods which are considered best for
bringing about oommunlty understanding and good will;
7. to get a composite picture, through the comparison of
matiiods. of the Interpretative work of the agencies;
8« to present the findings in the ensuing chapters cm the
basis of a factual study of the interpretative programs
and attitudes of agency executives in regard to the weak¬
nesses end needs of their public relations activities.
Scope
Ten Atlanta social agencies working with Negroes were selected
for the study. The agencies were chosen on the basis of the l^pe of
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work In idilch they were engaged, and their Interests In relation to
promotion of programs of general welfare.
The agencies selected for the study nere, namely:
1, The American Red Cross
2, The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
3, The Carrie Steele«>Fltts Home
4, The Child VDelfare Association of Fulton and DeEalb Counties^
5, Coimnuni-^ Employment Senrioe
6, Gate CHy Kindergarten and Day Nursery Association
7, Family ITeIfare Socic^
8, Legal Aid Sociei^
9, Young Men*s Christian Association (Butler Street Bsranoh)^10,Young Women's Christian Association (Fhyllis TJheatley Bi^ch)®
The study attempts to oorer the major points of agency partici¬
pation in Interpretative activity during the year 1939,
Me^fliod
All infoxmatlon obtained for the study was secured by four
methods, namely:
1, Personal Interviews with agency executives and staff persons
who had as part of their duties the special responsibilllgr
of interpreting the agency's work to the community,
2, Analysis of scrap-book material vdiioh had been compiled by
agency staff members,
3, Stud^ of printed literature of the agencies,
4, A questionnaire answered by agency executives, including
^Child Welfare Association of Fulton and DeEalb Counties will
hereafter be designated as Child Welfare Association,
^oung Men's Christian Association (Butler Street Branch) will
be referred to as Y, M, C, A,
^otmg Women's Christian Association (Fhyllis Wheatley Branch)
will be referred to as Y, W, C, A,
Till
questions concerning problems and pertinent facts regarding
the programs yiiioh were not covered in the previous method*
Field work for the study covered a period of seven weeks, working
three days per week, with about two-thirds of the time being devoted
to personal interviews.
Although only ten agencies were covered in the study, an accu¬
rate picture of agency interpretative work among Negroes, it seems
safe to assume, will be obtained from the findings. The agencies Trere
selected from the vartous fields of social work in order to get some
understanding of social work interpretation as a whole.
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CHAPTER I
TTPES OF INTERPRETATIVE SERVICES
An analysis of the different "types of inteirpre'bati'Te serrioes
used by the ten agencies for bringing "their "work before "the public*
re"7eals "that ozie or more of "the follo"rdng eleven serrioes were used
for their publicity "irorkt
1« The agency board,
2, Volunteer "workers or ‘V’olun"beer oommit"tee8 for publicity
work only,
3, Volun"teer workers "iho do o"ther work in "the agency as "well
as in"terpre"tative "work,
4« Advisory or case coffimi"ttees,
5, Public rela"tions commit"bee8,
6, Paid 8"taff workers "idio are responsible for the agency*s
interpre"tatlon programs* but who also hold o"ther positions
in "the agency,
7, S"baff members or s'taff oommit"tee8,
8, The Atlan"ta Social Planning Council and Cammunity Fund
agency,
9, Students from professional schools,
10, "TTord of mouth" publicity,^
11, Word of "the agency to in"terpret itself,^
Hot any of "the agencies employed a worker ihose duties oonsl&"ted
entirely of publicity work.
Three agencies* the Butler Street Branch of the T, M, C, A,* the
American Red Cross end "the Atlanta Tuberculosis Assooia"tion have a
^"Word of mou"th" publicity "was 8ta"ted as being both a service
for bringing "the agency* s work before the public and a me"thod of
in"terpre"tation,
^The £xeottti"ve8 of the Atl8n"ba Tuberculosis Association* 7, U, C, A,
and Red Cross explained that "the na"ture of "the work advertised itself
to a great extent.
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paid worker who, idiile holding another position In the agency. Is
also directly responsible for the Interpretatlre activities of the
agency, A fourth agency, the Child Welfare Association of Pulton
and WeEalb Counties, has a staff worker now on leave of absence for
additional graduate study, idio will have, on her return. In addition
to her x*egular duties, the responslblli'ty of the agency* s publicity’
•vrork.
In analyzing the degree to idiieh these services were used, it
was found thatx
1« Two agencies use seven types of service to Interpret its
work,
2, One agency uses six of these services,
3, Three use five types of service,
4, Three use four types of service,
5, One agency depends entirely on "word of mouth" publicity
to bring Its work to the attention of the public. The
executive of this agency. The Legal Aid Society, explains
that his agency cannot afford to publicize its work too
much because of its lack of facilities for meeting the
needs of the community as a whole.
In commenting on the number of services used by the agencies,
one must notey how extensive is the use of the various types of
service for creating understanding, oonfidenoe, and good will in the
oomnainity towards the agency program,
«
The skillful use of interpretative services is imperative in
all progressl've program planning. Agencies are realizing that seme
type of publicity is a necessary part of their programs. On the basis
of this realization, zilne of the agencies studied are making efforts,
throu^ the use of one or several types of service, to oarzy on in-
tensl-ve programs of publicity.
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Parpose of Intei’pretatlon
The chief purpose of interpretation is to provide avenues through
idiioh the whole oamnunity may have the benefits of the agencies, and
knowledge and imderstanding of the programs tdiieh each agency aims to
develop*
Types of Service and Degree of Use
An analysis of the degree to idiloh each agency used one or more
of the various services reveals that:
1* Nine eigenolee use staff members or steiff oammittees
2* Eight agencies use the agency board
8* Eight use advisory committees
4* Four use paid workers idio hold other positions in the agency
but vdio are also responsible for interpretative work*
5* Three use volunteer workers or volunteer committees for
interpretative work only
6* Pour use "word of mouth" publicity
7* Three use students from professional schools
8* Two use public relations committees
9, Three use volunteers idio also do other work in the agency
10* Three depend on the work of the agency to advertise itself
11* One agency depends to a great extent on publicity by the
Atlanta Social Planning Council and the Coidmunity Fund
agency during Fund campaigns*
Importance of the Use of Such Services;
Staff Members or Staff Committees
The study reveals that nine of the ten agencies depended on
staff members or staff committees to bring to the oommanity some
knowledge of their programs* These persons can best interpret the
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professional aspect of the agency program.
The Family Yfelfare Society and the Child Welfare Association de¬
pend to a great extent on community contacts of case workers to create
understanding, appreciation and community participation in the agenoy*8
work. The staff, according to the executires of these agencies,
through its work in the communi'fy, makes those indiwidual and personal
eontaots idiioh tend to shape the public* s impressions and opinions
as to the work of the agency.
Technical effioienty is not all that is needed by staff workers.
They must also realise that an important element in the success of the
program is the development within themselves of an appreciation of the
communily*s setting, its tiiinklng and experiences. Unless staff menv>
bars realise this, their community contacts will be of little value
in the fostering of a true spirit of oommunily understanding of the
program of the agency.
The fact that nine of the ten agencies reported the use of
staff personnel for Interpreting the professional phase of the program
may be an indication that social workers themselves are becoming in¬
creasingly sensitive to the public relations aspect of their duties.
The Agency Board
Ei^t agencies used the agency board for interpreting their
work. The simplest, most infoimal kind of Interpretation is shared
by all board and staff members, *It begins," says Baker and Routzahn,
"with •Oie voice of the agency's telephone operator, continues through
whatever contact a social wozker makes with another human being, and
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never ends,"^
The hoard, according to the agency executives, is the most ef¬
fective channel, officially and unofficially, for bridging the gap
between the agency and the oomuni'ty. One of the chief functions of
the agency board, aooordixig to Clarence King, **is that of interpreting
the work to the public,”^ The Board can help the communii^ to becom
aware of the agency and its programs through well planned oampaigna
or through infonoal, unpleinned contacts with individuals and groups.
The agency board can also be a most effective nucleus for promoting a
new service or for obtaining the understanding and good will of the
oommunll^ toward the present programs or problems,^
The executives of the eight agencies using the board extensively
as a service for interpretation of the agency programs feel that board
members, because of their influence in the cammuni'^y, could do much
more in interpretative work tiian could be done through other channels.
According to the executive of a case working agency, "no substantial
progress in social work problems can be gained without the general
eommunl'ty acceptance ,** The progress of the agency* s program is de-
filiitely conditioned by the general understanding which the agency
board shares in creating, ''We depend to a great extent, said the
executive of the Y, W, C, A,, "on tiie agency board to gain community
favor and acceptance,"
Advisoiy Committees
Advisory oomnitfcees are used by eight of the ten agencies,
^Helen Cody Baker and Mary Routzahn, How to Interpret Social
Work, (New York, 1937), p, 10,
^The methods Tidilch agency boards use for interpreting their
work will be discussed in a later chapter,
®Ibid,
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Not only do these oonsnittees interpret the agency* s work to the
oammunlty^ but they, in turn, interpret the ooniaunity to the agenoy*
The oonsnittees are oomposed of both professional and lay persons i»ho
have some interest in the agency and in the social betterment of their
oommunity* TJsxxally the persons seiving on such committees are the
key people in the oomnuni'tya Holding such positions, they are respon¬
sible for much of the infonnal type bf interpretation.
Well informed and actively interested advisory committees,
working jointly with the executive and the staff, have much to do with
the policies that affect the agency's association with the comsamil^,
"An influential group of eitizens," says King, "iidio in point of law
only have advisory jurisdiction may actually exert more power over tiie
executive, and in the community than any other board possessed of
legal authori^,"^ In this eonneotion the executive of the Atlanta
Tuberculosis Association, said, "the agency does not expect the ad-
vlsoiy eommittee to act as technical advisor, but rather to act as
Interpreters of the agency to the oommunlty and the community to the
staff,"
Volunteer Workers or Volunteer Committees
The executives of the four agencies using volunteer workers
or volunteer committees feel that volunteer workers were important
in any agency's program of intez^retatlon because of their value in
making professional, social.and casual contacts in the community,
^Clarence Xing, Social Agency Boards, (New York and London,
1938), p, 36,
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Volunteer workers hare an oppoiinml-ty to defend or explain the program
of the agency to their familiOs* friends or aoquaintanoes • If care-
fully ohosen for this workf they are an asset to any agency^ particu¬
larly in their ability to gain the oonfidenoe of those with whom they
oome in oontact*
The Family Welfare Sooie-^ and the Child Welfare Association
select Tolunteers on the basis of their interest in the agency, their
oonoem as to the welfaxw of the oonaminity, and their general suitabiliiy
for doing this work* The exeoutires feel that the explanations of the
agenoy*8 policies is most effeotirely and successfully set fox^di by
volunteer workers. The Atlanta Tuberoulosis Association reports a
vast amount of its interpretstire work being done by volunteer workers.
Paid Workers Who Hold Another Posltloa in the Agency but Who Are also
Responsible for Publicity Work:
Four of the ten agencies imported the use of staff members employed
for other duties, but to whom is also assigned interpretation of the
agency*s work. The business secretary of the T, M, C, A, and the exe¬
cutives of the American Red Cross, the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
and -tiie Child Welfare Association^ stated that the assignment of the
agency*s interpretation work to one pajrtioular person is a step forward
in the organization of publicity programs. They believe that the
workers in this oapaciiy can give more thought to informational services,
and can carry on a more consistent program of publicity than can
several persons, each working in a different oapaoiiy. The staff
Worker away on leave of absence for one year.
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person^ oarefully ohosent has an opportunHy for more adequately
developing those aptitudes and Interests In teohnlques of publicity
and skills In the functional field of interpretation liiioh idll load
to a more oonsistentf successful and continuous progreim of public
relations* The executive of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
stated that the use of a particular staff person who is also respon¬
sible for the agency*s ?fork in the field of interpretation* is a now
idea in social work publicity in Atlanta* The importance and value
of this type of work are gradually developing, and with four agencies
already using this particular service, it seems reasonable to expect
that eventually more agencies will realise the value of this parti¬
cular service for the interpretation of their programs*
"^VTord of Mouth” Publicity
Four agencies depend on "word of mouth" publicity for their
interpretative work* The Legal Aid Society, the Carrie Steele-Fitts
Home and the Gate City Kindergarten and Day Nurseiy Association con¬
sider word of mouth publicity one of the chief services for inter¬
pretation of their programs* The executives of these agencies ex¬
pressed the belief that, because of the type of work in vdiich the
agencies are engaged, clients can be most Important in neighborhood
Interpretation of the work* The importance of this medium of in¬
terpretation lies in the fact that this type of service usually
reaches the very persons who need the help that the agency can give*
Clients quite often tell their neighbors and friends of the facilities
of the agency, particularly if there exists a satisfactory and pleasant
relationship between the agency and the client*
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Students from Professional Schools
It is significant to note that of the three agencies using
students from professional schools^ each one uses student workers
In a different capacity* The Atlanta Tuberculosis Assoolation uses
students from the Atlanta University School of Social Work for Inter¬
preting the various phases of the program through personal contacts
In the oommunity* Family Welfare Society uses students from Emory
University School cf lledlclne to study agency oases that have a medical
aspect* mainly as a means of Interpreting to the medical profession
tiie relation of social case work treatment to the physical ailment of
the client. These students are given those oases for study idiloh
bring out the relationship escistlng between medical and social case
treatment. ^ so doing* the agency hopes to interpret to the students
the significance of Its work In relation to the medical profession* and
to make evident the common ground between medical work and social case
treatment. The Y. M. C. A. uses contact persons In the formation of
groups and clubs idiloh* eventually* affiliate themselves with the
agency. Much of the interpretative work* directed to young persons*
particularly those in the public schools* is done through student work¬
ers from the Atlanta UniversHy School of Social Work.
Public Relations Coimilttees
While only two agencies reported the use of public relations
committees for interpretative work* the study brings out the fact that
this particular service is similar in nature and consequence to that
of the use of a paid worker who has as part of his duties the
interpretation of the agency’s program. The persons on public relations
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ooiomittees are unpaid. They do, however, cooperate with the staff
as a idiole, as well as with the staff person responsible for publlei'^
work in working out plans for agency publicity.
The board’ ,' members of the Y, M, C, A, make up the public re¬
lations committee of this agency. The duties of the committee,
according to the business secretary, consists of planning campaigns
in cooperation Tilth the person who is in charge of agency interpre¬
tation, The public relations committee of the Family Welfare Society
confers with the steiff committee in making up the agency bulletin.
The committee members act, mainly, in an advisory capacity.
The Work and Physical Facilities of the Agency as Services for
Interpretative Work
The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association, the American Red Cross
and the Y, M, C, A, report that the work and physical facilities of
the agencies are important in their programs of interpretation. In
disaster relief situations and during the annual roll call drives the
work of the Red Cross is an effective advertisement in Itself, Use
of the Y, M, C, A, for meetings and for physical contests by eonimn-
nlty groups having no comection with tiie agency Itself, serves as a
means of bringing before these groups the nature of the agency and
of indicating to them the typ® of work in which it is engaged. Lack
of facilities in the oomraaniiy for groups to congregate, and popular
demand for the use of the agency’s physical facilities for group; ’
meetings, make the physical plant act as a service for advertising the
agency and its programs , During Health Week demonstrations the
clinical facilities of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association do much
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tomrd actually demonstrating and "bringing to the attention of the
public the ■type of -work ■that it does.
"ffolunteer "fforkers "Who Do Other "ffork in Addition to Publieity Work
The Family Welfare Socie-ty, the Y, M, C, A,,and the Atlanta
Tuberoulosis Assoolatlon ■were •the three agencies wpor'bing ■the use
of volun'teer workers '«dio ha7e other stints in addition to publicity
work, Al'though all of these agencies use a group of Tolun'teers solely
for publioi-ty work^ -they report the use of a group of •workers who,
in addition to publioi'ty •work, also have oHier duties in ■the agency.
Most of the clerical work in connection with publicity work, such as
letter-writing, filing and ■typing, is done by these persons. This
group makes no personal oommuni-ty oon^bacts, as do •the group of rolunw
teers -sdio are engaged solely in publicity work. Their part in the
publioi'ty programs is cen'bered on •the clerical aspect in Interpre-
•batlon services.
The Atlan-ta Social Planning Council and -the Corajmmi'ty Fund
Agency
The Informational Service Pi'vision of the Atlan'ba Social Flan^
ning Council, composed of representatives from the various social
agencies in the city, acts as a co-ordinator of all agency publici-ty
work. These representatives are staff members of the agencies ■which
they irepresent. This division of ■the Council directs its efforts
toward the dissemination of information relating -to interpretation of
social •work. While it does not take the reeponsibilily for actually
doing the publicity for •the agency, it does make an effort to advise
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and help each represen'ba'blTe in Idie planning and cariying out of
adequate and efficient prograjns idthin their ovm agencies*
The Social Planning Council maintains* in this section* ooow
mittees on consultation in each field of social work. Representatives
from different fields may go to these committees for advice and help
in the planning of their programs. The committees are composed of
publicity experts from each field of social woric.
During the Community Fund campaigns* this section cooperates
with the Fund agency in all publicity efforts. Since all of the
agencies studied are members of the Communliy fVmd* a veiy definite
effort is made by the Social Planning Council to co-ordinate all indi<»
vidual programs of interpretation with those of the Fund agency. It
is in this connection that the Carrie Steele-Pitts Home depends to
a great extent on the Council and the Fund agency for its publiclly.
While the Carrie Steele-Pltts Home does not have a represent
tative in the Informational Service division* it does depend on the
Council in its cooperation with the Fund agency for most of the
publicity of the institution. The director of the agency feels that
the Council and the Fund agency have more adequate facilities for
bringing the work of the Carrie Steele-Pitts Home to the attention
of the public than has the institution itself.
Agencies having representatives in the Informational Service
Division of the Social Planning Council are as follows:
1, The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
2, CommunHy Employment Seirvioe
3, The Child Welfare Association of Pulton and DeKalb Coxmties
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4, Family Welfare Society
6* T*M»C*A* (Central Branch)
6, Y, W, C, A, (Central Branch)^
The American Red Cross does not hare a representative in the
Informational Section of the Council,
Extent of Interpretative Services
The extent to ■which individual agencies use interpretative
senrices can be found in Appendix Table 1, The use of these various
services by indi'vldual agencies are as follcwst
1, The Family Welfare Socie'ty and ■the Atlan^ba Tuberculosis
Association use eleven services for in-terpreting their
■worlc,
2, The Y. M. C. A, uses six services,
3, The Child Welfare Association, -the American Red Cross
and -the Y. W, C. A, each use five sexvioes,
4, The Carrie S^beele-Fitts, the Ga-te Ci*^ Kindergarten and
Pay Nurseiy Association and the Communi^ly Employment Ser*«
■vice each use four semrioes,
5, The Legal Aid Sooie^ty uses only one service.
^Representatives from the Central Branches of the Y, M, C, A,
and the Y, W, C, A, act as represen-tatives for -the Butler Street
Branoh of the Y, M, C, A, and the Phyllis Iheatley Branch of -the Y, W, C, A,
CHAPTER II
METHODS OP INTERPRETATIOU USED
BY THE AGENCIES STUDIED
Meiihods of interpro'bation, as used in ttie s'budjii pertain to
those aotivities whioh are designed partioularly to enable people in
a oomnunity to understand the programs and purposes of social agencies*
Agencies smst have some means of bringing their work to the attention
of the public if they expect to hare a fruitful existence, "The
time may come," writes Clarence Pretzer, "when the staff of the Family
Societies will be more articulate than they are now about what they
have to offer families, and when they will succeed in writing about
their experiences, so that lay people may understand and profit by
their suggestloias ?lhat Clarence Pretzer says about family societies
can very well be applied to all agencies operating in the field of
social work*
Since the primary objeotiTe in public relations is to gain oon-
fidenoe and sympathetic support^ frcm the communliy, agencies should
devise such methods of interpretation as will appeal to the public
and thus result in the obtaining of this confidence and sympathetic
support* In this connection Atwater says:
It is up to the social worker to make certain technical terms
genei^lized in their appreciation. Ho can do so by attempting
to intrigue the interest of the average citizen as to how these
terms relate to broad social problems in vhleh every man has
a reasonable degree of Interest, The public is not concerned
^Clarence Pretzer, "A Service to All Families," Channels, Vol, XVI
(June-July, 1939), p* 131*
^Pierce Atwater, Problems of Administration in Social Work,
(St, Paul, Minnesota, 1939), p* 86*^
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■with the ‘b6ohiiiqu68 of soolal worlc* It oaji b® mad® vitally
interested in social welfare goals* If the professional social
worker is going to achieve real results in the, interpretation
fields he must think and speak in broader terns*^
Interpretation can be advanced by the creation of adequate
methods of publicity, Tlllhat has been done in Atlanta for adveinoing
interpretative programs? How have the agencies met oommuni'ty emd
agency problems throng intei^pretative programs? How successful have
the efforts been? This chapter* devoted to the various methods of
interpretation used by the ten agencies will attempt to answer these
questions *
The study revealed that a total of thiriy-one methods of in¬
terpretation are used by the agencies for bringing their work to the
attention of the oommunily*^ The successful development and use of
these methods depend to a great extent on the type of publicity ser¬
vice 'tdiich the agency possesses* A list of -tiie number of methods used
by the individual agencies can be found in Appendix Table 2*
According to Baker and Houtzahn* "social agencies use publicity
to get certain definite responses from their community*"3 To get
these responses* the message that the agency sends to the community
through the vazdous methods of interpretation must be so clearly
stated that it will be readily understood by those to idiom it is
directed*
Analysis of Several Methods of Interpretation:
Newspapers*—Nine of the agencies use newspapers as an important method
^Pierce Atwater* op* cit** pp* 100-101*
^See Appendix Table 2*
®Helen Baker and Mary Routzahn, How to Interpret Social Work*
(New York, 1937), p* 79*
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of interprstation. The Y, M* C» A*» the ■Amerioan Red Cross« the
Child Welfare Assooiatlon and the Community Employment Service use
this method more extensively than do the other five agencies* The
Director of the Home Division of the American Red Cross feels that
not only should agencies use newspapers as a means of bringing their
work before the public, but also as a means of advancing the agency*s
knowledge of the community, and its daily shift in interests.
In speaking of the value of newspapers as agency publicity,
Viola Paradise writes:
Social work writers with ingenuity will contrive to make good
use of this knowledge, not only as a guide to the understanding
of people’s interests, but as a vehicle on which they can hitch
for a short ride. If, for instance, a news story which arouses
this public interest Illustrates the need for the kind of work
our agency is doing, it may serve our purpose better than a
case story in our own files. Not only that—it will suggest
that now is the time to speak of our work. For it will give
us a ready-made audience with a ready-made interest,!
Newspaper publicity as used by the nine agencies consists of
various types of interpretation directed toward the education of
the comBtunity, In addition to this purpose, newspaper publicity is
used by:
1, Nine agencies as a means of announcing to the public dates
of meetings and events vAiich will be of interest to the
general public,
2, Seven agencies as a meeins of acquainting the community with
the agency’s work by the reporting of activities and agency
programs as well as of the cammvinity response to these
efforts. These agencies are the Y, M, C, A,, Y, W, C, A,,
Family Welfare Society, Child 7/elfare Association, Carrie
^iola Paradise, "Can We Begin to Stop Guessing?," Channels,
Vol, X\n (May, 1939), p, 110,
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Steele-Fltts Home, Day Nursery Association €uid the Atlanta
Tuberoulosis Assooiation*
8* Four agencies for publioation of human interest stories,
these agencies being the Family Welfare Society, Child
Welfare Association, Day Nursery Association and the Carrie
Steele-Fitts Home,
4, All of the agencies for reports of conferences and for general
articles pertaining to the agency’s policies, activities
and functions,
5, Five agencies for publioation of annual or monthly reports*
One agency, the Community Employment Service, publishes
monthly reports only ehen there has been an unusual increase
in the number of placements, ”The publioation of such
reports," says the executive of this agency, "always results
in increased requests for sezvlce from employers and an in**
crease in the number of applicants for employment,"
6, Seven agencies who, in addition to news articles pertaining
to the agency’s work, also supplement these articles with
pictures relating to the agency’s work, Farticularly true
is this of such agencies as the Carrie Steele-Fitts Home,
Day Nursezy Association and Communiiy Employment Service,
7, Dy one agency for the printing of a series of articles based
on the report of a newspaper reporter who was requested by
the president of the agency board to visit the agency and
to Tirrite a series of articles based on the impressions that
he obtained from this visit,
8, One agency, the Child Welfare Association, through letters
to newspaper editors. These letters are written in narra¬
tive form and are based on actual oases idilch have been so
changed that -Uie identities of the person concerned are
completely concealed. Such letters help to bring out, most
vividly and Interestingly, the function of the agency and
the '^ype of work it is doing, "Communiiy Response to such
letters," said the executive of this agency, "has been most
gratifying, for such letters bring inquiries and contributions
from citisens throughout the communiiy,"
Written articles containing human interest stories are found to
be most effective in securing communiiy interest stated the executive
of the Child Welfare Association, The articles, written in narrative
form, bring out very clearly the work and program of the agency as
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wbII as Its value in the field of child welfare* According to -Hie
executive secretary* such articles bring active response from the oonv-
siuni'^ in the form of telephone calls and letters requesting more in^
formation about the agency and its worlc* In some cases the response
to such newspaper publioii^ results in requests for the agency's eus-
sistence* offers from conununity members to do volunteer work for the
agency* and in financial contributions*
The executive of the Child Welfare Association also stated that
the public seemed more interested and more responsive to news items
carrying a hiuoan interest story than to the publication of repoirts*
announcements of events* or factual material concerning the agency*
The executive of the Communi-ty Employnent Service* on the other
heoid* feels that the publication of reports after a period in tdiioh
there has been an increased number of placements* not only brings
more requests for service* but also acts as a means of ire-stimulating
interest in the agency's work*
Only one agency using the press as a method of interpretation*
reported unfavorably toward its use and value in publicity work* The
executive of this agency feels that news articles pertaining to the
agency's work* as published by the newspaper udiich the agency used for
publicity purposes* were much too factual to be of any great value in
interpreting the work and programs* She stated that the newspaper
printed articles for their news value alone* and often omitted material
in the article vdiich had definite interpretative value. The public*
she believed, obtained knowledge only of events in the program rather
than an understanding of the work* purposes and aims of the agency*
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Because of this, the orgsinlzatlon uses nevrspaper publicity merely as a
means of notityisag the oonuuunlty of the program of ereuts rather them
to give an interpretation of its work,
Leotui*er8, Speakers, and Discussion and Seminar Groups
Lecturers, speakers and discussions and seminar groups are used
mainly as a means of "interesting, informing, persuading and inspiring
■the audience. They may be used as an ex-tension of oon'v’ersatlonal in-ber-
pretation,"^
Eight agencies reported 'the use of this me-bhod. Agencies using
this -type of program most extensively were -the Y, M, C, A„ the Y, W, C, A,,
the American Red Cross and the Atlan-ba Tuberculosis Association, The
Carrie- Steele-Pltts Home and -bhe Legal Aid Society were the only -two
agencies not reporting the use of this me-thod. All of the methods in¬
cluded in -this group aire used by the four agencies already named. The
Child Welfare Association, Family Welfare Society, Day Nursery Associ¬
ation and -the Community Employment Service confine in-terpretatlon of
■this -type to lectures and talks. Discussion and seminar groups are
not used to a great extent by these agencies. The Child Welfare
Association and the Family Welfare Society supply speakers to such
groups only on request. In contrast to -this, the Community Employ¬
ment Service and the Day Nursery Associaticoi offer such services to the
■various groups that might be in-terested in -the agency. Speakers are
usually board members, the agency executive, or workers on the agency
s-baff, In some cases the executive secretary may conduct a series
^Baker and Routzahn, op, eit», p, 16,
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of lectures or talks on various aspects of the progiam. The executive
of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association very often conducts such a
series of lectures. The Y, M, C. A„ the Y, W, C. A., Atlanta Tuber¬
culosis Association smd the Americstn Red Cross use in addition to
lecturers and speakers, discussion groups, seminars and conferences
as a means of evaluating the different phases of the agency program.
Lectures and talks tend to have as their major purpose the interpre¬
tation of the tdiole scope of the program rather than the explanation of
pasrticular phases.
In using the discussion group, seminar or conference to inter¬
pret work, the agency selects some person who holds a position in the
particular field of work to lead the group discussion or to conduct the
seminar or conference. The audience is given an oppoi*tunity to dis¬
cuss with this person the real meaning and value of this phase of the
agency's program. The executive of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
stated that the agency itself could benefit greatly from the audience
participation in such programs, "Through such discussions," she added,
"the agency can become aware of the weaknesses in its progiram and can
develop an appreciation of the importance of communi'ty participation
and understanding in the work,"
The executive of the Family Welfare Society stated that this
me'tiiod of interpretation was not used as a campaign method, but rather
as a -means of acquainting groups with the work and aims of the agency,
The executive of the Child Welfare Association believes that such in¬
terpretation is valuable in the development of mutual understanding
between the agency «md the community.
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The exeoutlTe of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Assoolatioa stated
that the use of discussion groups as a method of interpretation tos
most impoirbant, for it reached groups of persons, particularly students,
v/ho need the education and knowledge that group discussions afford.
She feels that the discussion group is a most effeotiTe means of stimu¬
lating interest in the work of the agency and of bringing to the members
of such groups the Talue of the agency program as it relates to their
own Hires, The executive of the Y, W, C, A, believes that through these
methods, the agency can bring before groups, more specifically and
simply, the work that it is doing in a particular field, "Simplicily
of language and a discussion by the audience, said this executive,
"are iiore effective with certain groups than are more formal methods
of interpretation,"
"Word of Mouth* Publici'ty
Interpretation of the agency* s work by clients idio have availed
themselves of its facilities can be both a typo of senrico for inter¬
pretation and a method 6f interpretation. This is the concensus of
the opinion of the executives of the Legal Aid Society, the Carrie
Steele-Pitts Home, the Gate City Day Nursery Association and the
Y, M, C, A,, In speaking of the importance of word of mouth publicity
by clients of an agency or by persons in ary community, Leslie Zeleiy
says I
Individuals end groups struggle to attain values and satisfy
their needs for security and activity. In a thickly settled
world like ours, every individual comes in contact with others.
Furthermore, individuals in contact with one another either
help or cempete with one another,,,,Thus, the struggle to
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satisfy hianan needs results in mental interplay or social re¬
lation between individuals
Since such social relationships very often involve the attitude
of sharing vdth one*8 neighbor, it is not 6uz*pri8ing to find that of
the ten agencies studied, seven reported that ’’word of mouth” publicily
is an important method of interpretation in agency publicity efforts.
The Legal Aid Society offers sufficient evidence of the importance of
this method, for this agency depends entirely on "word of mouth” pub¬
licity to bring its work to the attention of the public. As a result
of this kind of interpretation, the executive of the agency finds that
at times the Society has a greater number of clients than the agency
facilities can accommodate. The executive stated that this one method
of interpretation -was more than adequate for bringing to the persons
viio need such help as the agency can give a knowledge of the Society and
its purpose in the community, A client is most likely to tell his
neighbor of his experience with the agency, especially if that neighbor
is faced Tdth a similar problem.
The Carrie Steele-Pitts Home and the Gate City Day Nursery As¬
sociation depend to a great extent on this meliiod of interpretation,
"Many persons," said the director of the Carrie Steele-Pitts Home,
"bring their children to us on the basis of the knowledge that they
have obtained from others vdio have used or are using the facilities of
the Home for solving their problems,"
A great number of the persons using the day nurseries maintained
by the Gate City Day Nurseiy Association are referred by clients of
^Leslie Zeleny, Pratical Sociology, (New York, 1937), p, 31,
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the agency. The Home Division of the Jhaericem Red Cross* which offers
case work services to veterans and their families, depends to a great
extent on ”word of mouth" publicity for acquainting these persons with
the benefits offered by the Home Division. "Word of mouth publicity,"
said the secretary of the Y. M, C, A,, "has Added greatly to the
number of beys coming into the Boy’s Division of the agency," On the
basis of the views expressed by the agency executives, it seems safe
to assume that, in the field of agency interpretation, "word of mouth"
publicity is an important element in community end agency interrelation¬
ship.
Printed Material
The printed material of an agency carries a definite message to
the community. It is valuable in keeping the community in touch with
the program of the agency as well as in notifying the public of any
changes in the agency’s policies or procedures. Appendix Table 3 shows
the types of printed material used by the agencies and the number of
agencies using each type. From this material it is seen that seven
agencies reported the use of one or more of these types of literature
for interpretihg their work.
Pamphlets and annual reports were used by each of the seven
agencies. In writing of the value of pamphlets as a method of
interpretation, Clarence Pretzer writes*
The series has done its stint in interpreting the program of
the society, although this result was not planned. Wide use
in discussion groups has brought the name and meaning of the
society to the attention of many persons who otherwise would
have had no knowledge of the work. Undoubtedly many have
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beoomd interested in the Booiely because they have learned through
pamphlets that it is concerned with fairly common problems. This
better understanding may result in more suitable referrals to
the agency
The following material, taken from a pamphlet printed by the
Atlanta Family YJelfare Society is a good example of the use of this
type of literature to give to clients speclflo information in regard
to the work of the agency as it relates to their problems!
Family Guidance
Vfliat Can We Do For Yours?
Are you facing a personal or family problem vdiich seems too
big for you to solve alone?
Have you wished for someone with whom you might consult about
it, as you do your doctor about illness—someone able to help
you think it through and plan to meet the trouble?
If so, the Family tVelfare Society is prepared to help you,
>•>***«
Some of the Services Offered
Family Consultive Service available to all—
To anyone whose problems are related to burdens that may have
become too heavy to bear and are resulting in strains and family
disturbances, the Family Welfare Society offers skilled, syin>
pathetic counselling, regardless of his financial or social
status•
Financial Relief vdien needed,—Because such troubles are some¬
times closely tied up with the need of financial relief, the
Society undertakes the responsibilily in such situations of
financial relief as well as help with other problems.
When personal and family difficulties aire not directly related
to relief needs, the family may receive financial aid fr<Ma some
other agency or community resource, such as work relief, pensions,
et cetera, and at the same time guidance with their other problems
from the Family Society,
TClarence Pretzer, op, cit„ p, 132,
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The Kind of Problems TIhioh Can
Be Referred
Situations suoh as the following:
Serious misunderstandings between husband and wife vdiere skilled
and understanding oounsel may save the home from permanent
break-up.
Young couples already separated and needing to be re-established
in a place of their own.
Parents and children at odds, their conflicts aggravated by
Tmemployment, by lack of recreation, or by differences in stand¬
ards of living.
Mothers, widowed or deserted, untrained and incapable of taking
up ilie full family responsibiliiy without help.
Perplexed parents and teachers wanting guidance in meeting problsms
of children.
Motherless homes vdiere fathers struggle in vain to be both home¬
maker end father to their children, unless aided in planning.
The unmarried mother, desperate, frightened, and unable alone
to plan for the present crisis or the bewildering future.
Homes of small inccnae where help is needed in budgeting.
Individuals, overwhelmed by their personal problems, and unable
to face them alone.
Families struggling with serious physical or mental illness, who
need help in making the necessary adjustments.
e:ic**e4i*«**«
How Persons and Families with Such
Problems are Assisted
Each person is given a friendly, sympathetic hearing of his
troubles by a social work consultant skilled in the art of
helping people out of trouble.
The social worker does some definite things for the individual,
opening up new ways of self-help, but her chief work lies in
helping b^m •hb<Tik through his problems and arrive at a decision
which will bo for his own best good and for the best interests
of others involved.
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For those tAioss personality difficulties are deep-rooted there
are aTailahle on the staff psychiatric social workers and a well-
known psychiatrist as special consultant*
All contaots are treated as confidential*
How Do You Get to Us?
People often apply direct* Services of the agency may be se—
secured by phoning Walnut 5267* An appoinlaaent may be made
either for a call to the home or for a private interview in iiie
agency*s office* Ministers, lawyers. Judges, doctors, teachers,
employers, and other social agencies, recognizing in persons vdio
come to them indioations of difficult family relationships, often
refer them to the Society, or call in one of its social workers,
in an advisory capacity*
The Family Society is a community agency. Its services on indi¬
vidual and family problems are available to all who wish it.
Call Walnut 6267 for an appointment,^
In addition to pamphlets, the Family Welfare Society publishes
several other types of literature based on actual cases which have been
so changed that the real identities of the persons concerned remain
confidential*
Four agencies use cards which are distributed and mailed to in¬
terested persons and groups. The nature of the cards vary according to
the type of service ■vhich the agency perfonns, but on a whole, they
act as interpreters of the programs. Most of the cards contain hiunan
interest stories written in narrative form, prose or poetry, and based
on actual oases that the agency has accepted for seirvice. The Child
Welfare Association uses cards extensively in its publicity efforts.
^One of a series of pamphlets published by the Atlanta Family
Welfare Society, (Atlanta, Georgia, 1939)*
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The steiff worker had three
in her ear.





They passed a marble-making
shop,,,
and Tom, '•That*8 a cemetery,"
and Bob, "Glad we ain*t in it,"
emd Sue, "Better off if we were,"
Little Children, Little Children
Prating of the peace of the cemetery
Compared to their
impoverished lives.
There must be surcease,,.




Cards through the courtesy of
Interested Friends ,
Number 18 of a series acquainting you
with the work of the Child Welfare
Association, Participating in the
Community Pund,^
The Community Emplcyment Service uses folders and pamphlets
as a means of interpreting to prospective applicants the work of the
agency. In addition to this, the literature contains facts pertaining
^Printed by the Child Welfare Association of Fulton and DeKalb
Counties (Atlanta, Georgia, 1939),
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to employment ?diioh may be of help to the applicants in securing jobs*
The titles of three such pamphlets give some indication of the type of
material vdiich they contain} (l) Seven Factors in Getting a Fositionj
(2) Things to Rememberand (S) How to Prepare for Your Future Job,^
The publications are mailed and distributed to applicants and prospeo-
tive employers as a means of educating these groups to the principles
of employment.
The bulletin, used by four agencies, is an attempt to ivaeh great
numbers of persons in the community at regular intervals. The execu¬
tives of the Family Welfare Society, the American Red Cross, the Atlanta
Tuberculosis Association and the Y, W, C, A, feel that it is important
that the agencies keep their work before the public. To do this ef¬
fectively, these four agencies make use of bulletins which are published
and distributed at regular periods, "The bulletin," said the executive
of the Family Tiblfare Sociely, "is the best means of telling the public
our story at regular intervals, in the way -m want it told," The
style and content of the bulletin depend to a great extent on the
present policies and programs of the agency. In this connecticm. Baker
and Routzahn say, "the agency bulletin, even when written entirely by
one person, is the voice of the agency, and should express the agenoy*8
philosophy and point of view,"®
All of the agencies using literature as a method of interpre¬
tation have a mailing list which contains the names and addresses of
^Number 2 printed by the printing department of Tech High School
(1939),
^Cater Woolford, How to Prepare for Your Future Job, (Atlanta,
Georgia, 1939),
®Baker and Routzahn, op, eit,, p, 38,
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IndiTiduals and groups in the coomtunlly iiiho are In some way Interested
in the agency. The publications of the agencies are mailed regularly
to these persons and groups.
■Annual and Monthly Reports
In speaking of the impoirtanoe of annual and monthly reports as a
method of interpretation. Baker and Routzahn state: ‘'Vie may beg off
from speaking at meetings, or decide not to issue a bulletin, but the
annual report is a publiei-^y ‘Ifust*."^ The annual report is more foimal
than the bulletin and contains more factual material than do other "types
of prin'bed literature. Reports oon'bain not only material relating to
"the functions of the agencies, but to financial s'ba'bemen'bs as "well.
"In in"berpreting our financial work," said the executive of the Atlan'ba
Tuberculosis Association, "-we prepare reports and budgets in such a way
that they may be easily read and. comprehended, for figures became very
dull reading ma'terial unless they are presen-bed in-terestingly." Seven
agencies reported the use of annual or monthly repor'fcs as an important
phase of "their programs of interpretation.
The 1939 annual report of "the Atlan"ta Tuberculosis Association
offers an excellent example of an interesting, yet fae"tual, in"ter-
pretation of the agency’s work. This report oon"tains eight prin"ted
pages—each page giving a report of some particular phase of "the
program. Page one con"tains identifying facts of "the agency itself
as "well as a copy of "the 1939 Chfistmas Seal. The names of the offi«
eers and board members also appear on this page. Page "two gives a
"Service Report" of the work, showing the "type of medical services
^Baker and Routzahn, op, cit., p. 44.
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and number of patients treated by the staff doctors and nurses. Page
three gives tixe financial report, vihlle page four glres the educational
seznrloe offered by the agency, as well as a report of the number of
programs eonducted by the agency as a means of Interpreting Its work.
Page six describes the geographical distribution of the patients, idille
pages seven and eight give Infomatlon regarding the number of known
positive eases and the death analysis of persons having died from
tuberculosis.
As can be seen from the material presented In the annual report
of the Atleinta Tuberculosis Association, the agency gives a clear and
Interesting picture of the type of work In idilch It had been engaged
the proceeding year. The executive of this agency stated that the
annual reports had been of great value to -bie agency for they sezved
as a means of Interpreting to the public. In a clear, factual manner,
Just -vdiat the Association was doing In and for the community, and what
It has to offer to the community In Its attempt to prevent and control
tuberculosis.
Letters as a Means of Interpretation
Six agencies reported the use of letters In their Interpretative
programs. Letters are used by these agencies as a means of personally
contacting Individuals In the community and Interpreting to them the
work of the particular agency, "The letter^* say Baker and Routzahn,
"Is the most widely used and personal form of Interpretation by the
written word,"^ It Is significant to note to vdiat extent letters were
\ ■ ■ ■ ■
Baker and Routzahn, op, olt,, p, 28,
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used by the six agencies reporting this method as a means of interpre¬
tation.
The Communi'iy Bmplqyment Service uses letters extensiTely as a
means of acqxxainting employers and prospective applicants vdth the woifc
of the agency, Each year letters are written by the director of the
agency and mailed to various high schools, explaining the services and
program of the agency to those students who are interested in obtaining
employment. Another letter is sent, at the same time, to employers
who loay need new workers, informing them of the agency's availability
to these persons seeking employment, and asking that they send in to
the agency their requests for new workers, A follow-up letter is sent
about six weeks later to these two groups as an additional means of
interpreting the work of the agency.
The executive of the Family Welfare Society stressed the importance
of the use of letter-heads as a means of agency interpretation, Tihile
the new stationery of this agency does not contain a statement as to
its purpose, the Family Welfare Society, at one time, used- stationery
idiioh had printed at the bottom of each page the pui^ose and aims of
the agency. The executive feels that this alone did much to interpret
the work of the Society,
Symbols as a Meeins of Interpretation
The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association and the American Red Cross
are the only two agencies using symbols as a method of interpretation.
The use of Chrisianas seals by the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
not only seizes as a means of financial publicity, but, as the executive
said, tells the story of the agency in a simple manner. The seals are
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a reminder to the oammunlty of the work of the agency. The symbol in
itself means "Tuberculosis Association" to most people. The same thing
is true of the symbol of the Red Cross on this agency*s letters, posters,
placards and other printed literature. The comiiiunity is well aware of
the story that the symbols tell*
The Use of Case Committees, Adrisory Committees, Volunteer
“Workers and Special Contact Persons
An analysis of the use of these methods of interpretation dls^
closes that}
1* Seven agencies use advisory committees,
2, Seven agencies use an unpaid contact person,
3* Three use volimteer workers,
4, Two use case committees,1
Advisory Committees
Advisory committees, composed of prominent professional and lay
persons, have been of tremendous importance in this field of work.
The executive of the seven agencies using advisory ccaamittees stated
that -tiiey considered such groups of persons a definite asset to the
agency, in that they were in constant touch both with the agency and
the commnnity, "These persons," said the executive of the Family Wel¬
fare Society, "because of their nearness to the community and to the
agency, can exert a great amount of influence in explaining the program
to the public as a whole," Advisory committees made up of Negro
professional and lay persons are found in the Y, M, C, A,, the Y, W, C* A,,
The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association, the Family Welfare Society and
See Appendix Table 2,
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the Child Welfare Association. Agencies having consnittees composed
of both Tirfiite and Negro members are the Coramuniiy Employment Service
(in oonnection with the Training School) and the Amerloein Red Cross.
Three types of advisory committees are used by the Fsunily Wel¬
fare Socieiyf namely, the Medical Advisory Consnittee, the Professional
Committee and the Ministertal Committee. The executive explained that
these oommlttees, representing different professional groups, are of
gr^at value in bringing to the groups as a whole the relationship be¬
tween the techniques of social case work and those of the other pro¬
fessions. Advisory committees meet regularly, about once a month, and
discuss policies and activities of the agency in which they are working.
The facts obtained from these meetings are carried back to the communi-ty
by the committee members. In this way, the community can get first hand
knowledge of the agency and its program.
Unpaid Contact Persons
Unpaid contact persons are used most frequently by four of the
seven agencies reporting this as a method of interpretation. These
agencies are the Y, M. C, A,, the Communi-ty Employment Service eind
■ttie ibnerlean Red Cross. The Y, M, C, A. depends, of course, to a
great extent, on the membership secretary, who is responsible for
the agency* s publicity work. The contact person, hovrever, assists
the membership secretaiy in his publicity efforts.
The use of a contact person in quite a different capacity is
found in the Gate City Day Nursery Association. When one of the
nurseries recently moved to new quarters, a board member of the
Association was sent to the new neighborhood before the date set for
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moving to make personal visita to each home* This yreis done to Infom
the residents of the moving of the nursery into the new neighborhood
and to acquaint them with the work that the agency was attempting
to do. As a result of these oontaots* the president of the board of
the Association found* on her arrival in the neighborhood* that the
i*esident8 had a fairly liberal knowledge of the typo of work in Tdiich
the agency was engaged and vhat it had to offer to the neighborhood.
It was also noticed that the demand for nursery care for children was
greater than it had been previously.
Case Committees
Case committees are used only by the Family Welfare Society and
the Child Welfare Association* These agencies report that this type of
oanmlttee is of great value in creating community understanding as to
the type of work vhioh is being done by the agency*
Case committees are composed of professional and lay persons who
meet regularly each month at the agency* At each meeting a case worker
presents one of the agency’s eases to the committee for the puirpose of
bringing to the attention of the group the ■type of work in -vdilch it is
engaged* It is made clear to the committee -that these oases are not jpire-
sented primarily as a means of ob'fcaining -bhe advise of the group* but*
mainly* as a means of developing an understanding of the case -work ■tech¬
niques and the philosophy of case trea^tment that the agency is trying to
establish* The executive of the Family Welfare Society expressed a be¬
lief that these discussions help to demonstrate* clearly and simply*
■the various points and processes in case work philosophy and procedure*
The members of ■the commit-tees can ■then ■take back to the community ■the




The use of volunteer workers exclusively for interpretative
activities was reported by three agencies• These agencies are the
Y, W, C, A,, the T» M, C, A, and the Family Welfare Sociaiy* Vol\m«
teer workers have a direct, personal contact with the eonmiunity idiich
is an important asset to the agency in its public relations activities*
Influential members of a community can do much in molding favorable
opinion and in creating communily good will toward the agency*
The Y* M* C* A* uses volunteer workers -vdio come from professional
groups* School teachers doing agency volunteer work are used pri¬
marily for interpreting the work of the organization to young persons*
Their work differs from that of the contact person in that they are
concerned with interpreting the work of the agency to particular
groups, while the contact person is concerned with interpretation to
the oommuni-ty as a whole*
The Y* W* C* A* uses volunteer workers to assist agency publicity
persons in the writing euid compiling of interpretative literature* The
Family Welfare Society selects its volunteer workers on the basis of
their interest and suitability for carrying on interpretative work* The
tasks of such workers consist of making contacts with groups, writing
news articles, and assisting in compilation of the agency bulletin*
The executives of the Y. W, C, A, and the Family Welfare Society and
the business secretary of the Y. M, C* A, feel that volunteer workers
are of great value to an agency and uphold the popular belief that
”a lay committee or group of volunteer workers on interpretation
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is of value in creating understsmding of the work in the agency*"^
Some Newer Aspects of Interpretation
Methods of interpretation which may he considered as beizig new
in the field of agency publicity are the use of radio, motion pictures,
stereoptican slides, exhibits and window displays for bringing to the
public a knowledge of the agency's work. These methods are used to
a less degree than are older or more popular methods.
Radio
TOiile six agencies reported the use of the radio as a method of
interpretation, bnly two agencies, the American Red Cross and the
Atlanta Tuberculosis Association, use it to a great extent, "While the
Community Fund agency uses the radio extensively during oommuniiy
fund campaigns, individual agencies do not sponsor the publicity that
is given them during these fund raising drives. Since this study does
not include a discussion of radio activities and programs of the Coiiw
munity Fund agency during the annual drives, the publicity that is
given the individual agencies included in this study is not con¬
sidered as part of the individual programs of each agency, for all
efforts are sponsored by the Fund agency.
Five agencies use radio publici-ty from two to three times a year.
Programs are in the form of lectures and talks by agency and board
members, executives and publicity persons from the staff of the agency.
On rare occasions, plays, skits and programs characterising a typical
policy of the agency are produced by these persons, Sometimes the
^A Symposium, "The Lay Publicity Committee," Channels, Vol. XVI
(January, 1939), p, 51,
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program takes the form of an intenrlev between an exeoutiire and an
imaginary client. This brings to the oommunity a clear picture of
the nature of the work of the agency. Board members sold the executive
secretary of the Family Welfare Society work out radio programs. On
one oooasionf the staff comtalttee, in cooperation with volunteer workers,
wrote a skit depicting the whole scope of the program. This was pre¬
sented most successfully on the radio.
The Butler Street Btanoh of the Y, M, C, A, does not in itself
use radio publicity, but ■Uie work of the organization is usually in¬
cluded in interpretative programs sponsored by the Central Branch of
the Y, M, C, A,,
The American Red Cross and the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
use radio publicity more than do the other agencies. Most of the pro¬
grams, however, are in conjunction with the interpretative efforts and
activities of the national organizations of these two agencies. Some
divisions of the American Red Cross do not use the radio as extensively
as do other divisions. Particularly is this true of the Home Division
which does case work with veterans and their families.
It was the general opinion of the executives using this method
of publicity that the radio was of tremendous value to the agencies
in their interpretative efforts.. The cost involved in radio publicity
is so great, however, that few agencies are financially able to avail
themselves of this method for inteiTprtting their work.
Motion Pictures and Stereoptican Slides
Motion pictures and stereoptican slides are most effective in
the programs of the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association and the American
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Red Cross, TOiile the films are made and distributed by the national
organizations, the local agencies use them in their programs of
interpretation. Local physicians end nurses show these films to school
and club groups. The films, or slides, are usually shown in connection
with lectures pertaining to the work of the agencies.
Pictures taken of disaster relief work and demonstration projects
are shown to groups by representatives of the local chapter of the
American Red Cross for the purpose of visually portraying the work of
the agency. Motion pictures and slides pertaining to the nature of
the work have been of great influence in gaining commvinity support of
the program of the American Red Cross,
Exhibits and T.lndow Pi splays
Exhibits and window displays are forceful in attracting the
attention of the comraunliy to the agency. These methods usually make
a more vivid appeal to the emotions of the people than do most of
the more common meidiods of interpretation. As Marjorie Candee
writes:
Social work organizations usually have no budget for window
display in their publicity programs, yet it is one of the most
compelling of publicity media,,,,Displays are very useful channels
for education and interpretative work,.,
Douglas Griesmer of the American Red Cross distinguishes be¬
tween a window display and an eidiibit. He says: “The process
of selling throng an exhibit is less hurried. The people
reached are in an open frame of mind. fJhile the effective
window must sell at a glance, the exhibit presents an op¬
portunity for a visual discussion of the subject," How to
catch the public eye then,—not to make people buy a new
suit or a hat, but to make them have a better understanding of
the services rendered in the ccmraunity, by a certain welfare
agency. And possibly, too, to msike them want to give to that
agency,!
^Marjorie Candee, "Tell It in Eleven Seconds," Cheinnels, Vol, XVI
(June-July, 1939), p, 133,
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Recognizing the importance of window displays* and being more
financially able to afford this method of publicity* the American
Red Cross is the only agency of those studied which used this as one
of the primary methods of interpretation. Particularly does this
agency use window displays and exhibits during the annual roll call
drives* when every method of attracting the attention of end appealing
to the emotions of the public must be resorted to in an effort to
gain support and vinderstending,
A typical display was seen in a five and ten cent store located
in the business section of the city. In this display the whole set¬
up of a disaster relief unit of the American Red Cross* ready for
action* was vividly portrayed. This display, appealing and realistic*
attracted the attention of almost every person passing the store within
the one-half hour in nihich the writer observed the effect of the dis¬
play.
The publicity director of the Ameiioan Red Cross stated that window
displays are used most extensively because they have proved to be
exceptionally effective in presenting visually the work of the agency
and in gaining supporters of the programs.
CHAPTER III
METHODS OP MEETING COMMDNITY COMPLAINTS
Elghii executives stated that they considered the handling of coir^
plaints a vital part of their interpretative work* The mode and
mariner in ■vdiich complaints are met varies slightly in each agency*
In speaking of the importance of meeting community ocanplaints, At¬
water says:
With so large a proportion of the population involved in
welfare services there are bound to bo many ccmplaints of un¬
satisfactory service,**,Tfliether ■tiie complaint is simple or
complicated, its satisfactory adjuslment is vital in the process
of interpretation*^
Substantiating this statement, the executives of eight agencies be¬
lieve that there is an excellent opportunity presented for interpre¬
tation of the agency* a work through ttie adjusting of community com¬
plaints *
The Legal Aid Society reported no complaints* The Carrie Steele-
Pitts Home, the Gate City Day Nursery Association and the Y* W* C* A*
report very few complaints from the public* The executives believe
that this is due to the type of work in vdiich the agencies are en¬
gaged* The Y* M* C* A* reports that all complaints are considered
during staff meetings* If there seems to be a real basis for the
complaint, the business secretary personally visits or telephones the
complainant in an effort to v/ork out some plan of adjustment* If the
complainant is misinformed, the secretary attempts to interpret the
agency's policy and program in regard to the particular situation*
The president of the board of the Gate City Day Nursery - . -
^Pierce Atwater, Problems of Administration in Social Work,
(St* Paul, Minnesota, 1937), p* 95*
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Association handles all oomplaints relating to this agency's work*
Personal visits, telephone calls and letters are used for meeting
such problems •
The executive of the Y, TT, C, A, handles complaints for this
organization in much the same manner as does the secretaiy of the
Y» M, C, A*. Complaints seldom come to the agency, reported this
executive•
The executive or stai^f members of the Atlanta Tuberculosis As¬
sociation investigate all complaints coming to their attention, re¬
gardless of the nature or Justification of the ocmplaint. To ignore
ocmplaints, this executive feels, would lead to the criticism of the
agency by the community, ’’Therefore,” she stated, ”all complaints,
regardless of their nature or foundation, are promptly and personally
investigated by staff members, or in serious situations, by the
executive secretary,” Often the meeting of conplaints serves as a
meeins of enabling the executive to interpret the work of the agency
to the complainants. Most complaints come from persons in the com¬
munity requesting scaae iype of assistence Thioh the agency is unable
to give.
The Carrie Steele-Pitts Home reports very few complaints. Those
which do come to the director of the institution are brought by parents
or guardians vho have children in the Home, The director takes care
of all such complaints by personally interviewing each individual vho
has a complaint in regard to any of the agency's policies or work.
Usually complaints involve interpretation of the rules, regulations
and policies of the institution as they affect the children.
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The Coomnmlty Employment Service reports very few complaints*
Those that do come to the attention of the agen(^ are most often
from dissatisfied applicants iidio feel that they have been mistreated
if they are not placed within a certain period of time* The manager
of the office attempts to explain the nature of the agency’s placement
policy and its inability to place certain persons in certain positions*
An effort is made by this agency to eliminate complaints from
employers following the placement of an applicant* This is done
through the writing of follow-up letters to employers asking for a
report on the client’s work, and requesting the emplcyer to report
any complaint that he may have in regard to the employee or his work*
Through getting these reports from employers on the workers 'vham the
agency has placed, the Community Service feels that it can eliminate
the danger of unsatisfactory placements and thus reduce the number
of complaints that might come from employers*
The Family Welfare Society, the Child Welfare Association and
the Home Division of the American Red Cross receive more complaints
than do the other agencies* In these agencies complaints are handled
by case workers, except in situations vdiich may involve the policies
of the agency. Such situations are handled by the executive secretaries*
A personal visit is made to the complainant in an effort to make a
satisfactory adjustment as well as to interpret the policies involved*
Most complaints come as a result of the case work policies of
the agency, or at times when workers appear slow in carrying out
plains for a particular client. The complaints may come from the
individual client himself, or from an individual or group who is in
scane way interested in the welfare of the client*
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The exeoutiTe of the Child Welfare Association feels ihat case
workers should handle all complaints concerning ease work problems*
for they are the persons idio come in direct contact with the clients
and the oonmunliy. Because of this contact* they are better able
to understand the attitudes of the community in regard to most oom^
plaints. The case worker*s interpretation of a situation is very
likely to Invoke a more kindly and understanding attitude on "ttio part
of the oommuzii'ty than that given by a board member or the executive
secretary.
Some situations are such that they must be met by the executive:
secretary of the agency. An excellent example of such a situation
was reported by the executive of the Family Welfare Society:
A business man who was a heavy contributor to the community
fund* requested that the Society accept a certain case for
service. On going into the ease* the executive fotmd that
it was one involving the giving of financial relief alone*
and therefore not the type of case which the agency accepted
for treatment. When this man learned that the ease had not
been accepted by the Society he threatened to withdraw his
financial support from the community fund and give aid to
individuals himself,
Feeling that this situation involved the interpretation of
the agency*s policies* the executive made a personal visit
to this man* Intent on interpreting to him the policies of
the agency. She explained to him that her agency* like his
bu8i]&es8* had certain professional end financial policies
which she had been intrusted to carry out. Under no circunH
stances could she or her steiff change these polcies to meet
one particular situation. Her approach was that of one busi¬
ness person to another.
After explaining the acceptance of the agency of only certain
types of eases* and pointing out the value of the constructive
nature of the work, the complainant* s attitude towards these
policies was definitely changed. He stated that he had always
considered the Sooieiy as a relief-giving agency* but appre¬
ciated the fact now that ihe agency* like his business, had
cez'taln set policies and procedures to which it must adhere.
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As a result of this interview and interpretation by the executive,
the man agreed to pay for the care of the client vdiom ho had
referred through a relief-giving agency, and, in addition to
ihls, made a generous contribution to the Family TUelfare Society
for the promotion of its work,!
”If the publicity an agency gains from the meeting of complaints,"
stated the executive of the Family Welfare Sooieiy, "is to be of any
value, it must bo interpretative," It must be of such a nature that
the commimlty can become amre of the agency in its relation to general
community welfare. The meeting of complaints may often result in
oQnstraotive interpretation of the policies involved in the complaint.
In this connection Atnater again sayst
At best complaints arc difficult, but if clerical and professional
people are alert, and will assume that there is ample Justifi¬
cation in the majority of instances, they can engender much good
will among the clients with its consequent good reaction of
the public spirit,^
^Obtained through personal interview with the executive secretary
of the Family Welfare Society, Atlanta, Georgia, (February 27, 1940),
2
Pierce Atwater, op, clt,, p, 96,
CHAPTER IV
LACKS AND NEEDS IN AGENCY PROGRAMS
OP INTERPRETATION
The publici'ty irfiloh an agency carirles on through the Tarious
channels must, if it is to be effective, create a certain favorable
public opinion* It need not be expensive or elaborate, but it is
essential that it be so consistent, continuous and competent in
nature that it ivlll succeed in securing the support and appreciation
of "tiie community* The following statement en^hasizes the major ob¬
jectives of social work publicityi
Social work uses publicity for the follov/lng major purposes:
(a) to gain increased understanding of social needs and social
problems; (b) to secure necessary financial support for social
services, vdiether public or privately maintained; (c) to in¬
fluence mental attitudes and change habits as a means of safe¬
guarding public health and well-being; and (d) to enlist public
assistance in securing or enforcing legislation*!
Agencies must consider the problem of publicity in the same way
that they consider other phases of the programs* Nothing of any con¬
sequence is accomplished in social work \uitil there is developed a
definite understanding and sympathy in the oommunily towards certain
agencies,2 The feasibility of social work publicity in the com¬
munity is further emphasized by Atwater as folloTfs:
The agency policy should picture interpretation of its work
as a composite result of all of its activities* It should con¬
sider the whole field of public relations as the foundation
to provide a sovind basis for an understanding public and its
sympathetic reaction. Publicity is merely capitalizing
^Natalie Linderholm, "Publicity and Interpretation in Social
Work," Social Work Yearbook, (New York, 1939), p, 357,
2
Pierce Atwater, op, cit*, p, 10,3,
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certain tools to work with by indiioh interpretation can be
spread more broadly
In view of the fact that experts in the field of agency publicity
stress the importance of definite standards for interpretative efforts^
this study attempts to find the attitudes of executives in regard to
the standards of their programs as compared to those generally set
for such programs.
Legal Aid Society
Since the executive of the Society made no attempt to interpret
the work of the agency there was no statement given as to the ef-
feotiveness of any definite planned method of interpretation,
"Word of mouth" publicity, the only service vdiioh gave publicity to
the agency, was considered adequate, by the executive, for creating
understanding as to the work that it did.
Community Emplcyment Seinrioe
The executive of the Community Employment Service feels that
while only a limited number of methods of interpretation are used,
the agency is carrying on a most effective program. The manager of
the Negro branch of this agency expresses the belief that programs
of interpretation, originating in the Negro branch rather than,
under the present plan, from the medn office, would be more effective
in the Negro community. Ho feels that the community will be more
receptive to Interpretative efforts if these efforts originate within
their own group. On the whole, however, the executive of this agency
believes that the staff, though limited in number, is doing efficient
^Pierce Atwater, op, pit,, p, 115,
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work in gaining the support and understanding of the ooraimxnity through
their programs of publicity.
The American Red Cross
The American Red Cross, having a publicity director vdio devotes
much of his time to interpretation of the -vrork, carries on a com¬
prehensive, extensive and efficient program of publicity. The fact
that the agency* s work tends to advertise itself is said, by the exe¬
cutive, to add to the adequacy of the public relations activities*
Carrie Steele-Pitts Home
The Carrie Steele-Pitts Home, depending to a great extent on the
publicity given the agency duriiag the annual campaigns of the Cont-
fflunity Fund agency, has no well-plsuinod program for bringing its
work to the attention of the public. The director of the institution
expresses the desire for the creation of a more adequate plan for
interpretation of the agency by the staff of the institution. She
believes that the Negro community is much less Informed as to the
existence and work of the institution than is the white community.
She states that the Negro community as a -vdiole has no feeling of
interest or oonoem in the agency.
In this case, it is the writer's belief that lack of interest
conoem in the agency might be due, to a great extent, to lack
of interpretation of the work and program of the Home, It may be
possible that the community interest could be aroused and stimulated
through planned programs directed toward educating and informing the
community in regard to the work of the Carrie Steele-Pitts Home,
The director of the Homo believes that lack of proper personnel and
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facilities for carrying on programs of interpretation is the chief
weakness in this agency's publicity effortso
Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association, iiriiile maintaining on its
staff a person iffco is, in addition to her regular duties, responsible
for the publicity work, reports that programs of interpretation are not
so adequate as they might be. In many instances the programs show
definite weaknesses. The fact that very often patients feel a certain
wariness or uneasiness Ti\iien requested to aTail themselTes of the clinical
seirvloes provided by the agency, shows that in some way interpretation
of this phase of the work is at fault. Many patients have expressed
the feeling that to come to the clinic for treatment meant that there
was no hope for their recovery. Misinformation and lack of education
as to the real work of the clinic have been the result of faulty
interpretation of this phase of the program, Throu^ the various
channels of interpretation, the agency is now attempting to eliminate
the weaknesses and needs which exist in the progi^am. Lack of sufficient
personnel, equipped particularly for this type of interpretative activi'ty,
is one of the greatest problems that the Association! now faces in its
attempts to improve present programs of publicity,
Phyllis Tflieatley Branch of the Y, W, C, A,
The lack on the part of persons engaged in interpreting the
individual phases of the program to understand the progiratm as a
whole and to conflate the various phases is the outstanding weakness
in publicity efforts of the Y, W. C, A,, The executive of the agency
feels that lack of facilities in the physical plant leads to certain
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lacks in the interpretative programs. Very often the physical facili^
ties of the Y* W, C, A, make it necessary for the executive to limit
the number of group meetings at the agency. As a result of this, the
opportunity for interpreting to larger numbers of cosgamuniiy members
the real meeming of the agency is lost.
Another -wesJoiess in the program of the Y, W, C, A,, according
to the executive secretary, is the lack of time on the part of cqdh
mittee workers to study the whole phase of the program as it relates
to that part of the program which they are interpreting. This lack
often results in inadequate interpretation. The executive belieyes
that there should be a person on the staff of the agency udio will give
a definite portion of her time to supervising all phases of the
interpretative program, and who will correlate tiie programs conducted
by the various committees and departments.
The Butler Street Branch of the Y« M, C, A,
The Y, M, C, A, reports sufficiently adequate progrsuns in certAin
divisions, but a lack of personnel for publicity work in three divisions
of the agency. This lack leads to a weakness in the program as a
idiole. The departments showing very definite weaknesses in interpre¬
tative efforts are as follows:
1, The men*s department,
2, The educational department,
3, The religious department.
The religious departnent, particularly, needs a greater and moire ex¬
tensive program of publicity aimed at the arousing of public interest
in this phase of the program, HJhile there is a paid staff worker Tidxo
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devotes part of his time to publicity urorlc, the business secretary
feels that the -work of the agency is of such a nature that it requires
the services of a full-time paid person for publicity work only.
Lack of finances makes this impossible at the present time.
Gate Cily Kindergarten and Day Nurseiy Association
The president of the board of the Gate City Kindergarten and
Day Nursery Association feels that there is a need for one particular
person to be responsible for publicity work. She stated that there is
no need for a paid worker for this position, but she did believe that
it is necessary to have a person engaged in interpretation of the pro¬
gram ¥dio could devote her time exclusively to this particular work,
"A person so engaged," said the president of the board, "needs the
training and abilily to interpret the program as a udiole, rather than
to direct her attention to one particular nursery," One of the great
weaknesses in the present program is the fact that each of the two
day nurseries employ individual programs of interpretation. Because
of this, interpretation seldom involves the agency as a whole, and the
public begins to think in terms of the individual nursery rather than
of the association as a whole. The president of the board of the Day
Nursery Association believes that a person engaged solely in interpre¬
tation of the association as a whole could do much toward bringing to
the community the real purpose and aims of the agency.
The Child Welfare Association
The executive of the Child Welfare Association listed several
lacks and needs in this agency*s public relations services. These
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are as folloTrst
1* Lack of particular interpretative skills of persons doing
publicity work. These people have had no training in in¬
terpretative techniques, and in most cases, lack the ability
to carry out effective programs•
2, The staff workers have so much to do in connection wiiix
their own duties as case workers that it is difficult for
them to devote much time to intensive interpretation of the
work,
3, Laok of a particular person for publicity work. This need
will be removed when one of the staff workers "vdio is away
on a leave of absenoe returns to ■liie agency. As part of
her regular duties, this worker will be responsible for
the interpretative phase of the program. This, the execu¬
tive believes, will result in a more integrated sind extensive
program of interpretation.
Family Welfare Sooie-ty
After analyzing the interpretative efforts of the Family Wel¬
fare Society, the executive listed the following lacks, weaknesses
and needs in the program:
1, Social agencies fail to recognize the importance of obtaining
the good will and understanding of the cammunily,
2, Schools of social work have not taught the student how to
meet the community as a wdiole. Staff members, trained in
schools of social work, are taught to deal efficiently with
individuals and problems, but they lack the technique and
ability to meet and solve problems relating to the ooimnunily
as a whole* This laok of understanding of the oommanity
and of techniques in meeting problems results in a weakness
in the program of interpretation. Interpretation of the
agency's program can not be effective if the persons doing
the interpreting fail to understand and appreciate the problems
of the community. Knowing how to meet oommuni'ty problems adds
greatly to tiio worker's ability to explain the relationship
of the agency to the community,
3, There is a laok of an integrated, well-planned field of
activity to bring about an understanding of the agency in
its relation to the total community welfare program,
4, The executive feels that a special publicity director could




The object of the preoeediog chapters has been to present a
composite picture of the Interpretative efforts and activities of
the following ten agencies*
1, The ■American Red Cross
2, The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association
3* The Carrie Steele-Fitts Home
4, The Child Ttfelfare Association of Pulton and DeKalb Counties
5« The Community Employment Service
6, Gate City Kindergarten and Day Nursery Association
7, Family Welfare Society
8, Legal Aid Society
9, Young Men's Christian Association (Butler Street Branch)
10* Young TNomen's Christian Association (Phyllis Wheatley Branch),
Based on the facts obtained in the study through the analysis of the
types of sez^oe* the extent of the use of such services, and the
methods of interpretation used for biringing their work before the
public, the following conclusions are drawn:
Value of Interpretation
1, Nine of the ten agencies reporting interpretative activities
feel that skillful use of publicity is a necessary part of
an agency's program,
2, It is necessary to focus public attention on the real meaning
of the agency and its value to the oommuniiy if that agency
expects to gain the support and confidence of the community,
3, Nine agency executives feel that there should be a definite
policy to which the board, executive and staff should adhere
in their publicity efforts. Each person should feel a




4, Nine executives expressed the belief that a publicity pro¬
gram should include the agency staff as well as represen¬
tatives from the oommuni'ty*6,Nine executives believed that comniunity participation in the
agency programs is a most valuable and effective means for
creating good will toward and appreciation of the agency.
Types of Sei*vlces TTsed for Agency Interpretation
The agencies studied use one or more of eleven types of sezvices
for interpreting their work*^ The sesrviees used most frequently are
the following*
1, Nine agencies use staff members and staff committees
2. Eight agencies use the agency board
3* Seven depend to a great extent on "word of mouth" publicily.
Methods of Interpretation Used by the Agencies.
A total of thirty-one methods are used by the agencies for bring¬
ing to the public a knowledge of their work,2 The methods most com¬
monly used are*
1, Newspapers
2, Lectures, talks, discussion and seioinar groups
3, "Word of mouth" publicity
4, Use of a particular unpaid contact person or groups of persons
to carry out interpretative programs
5 • Pamphlets
6, Other types of printed literature
7, Annual and monthly reports
8, Advisory committees.
^See Appendix Table 1,
^See Appendix Table 2,
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Only one agency reported infrequent use of newspaper publicity as
a method of inteiTpretation,
Agency Attitudes Tovre.rd the Newer Aspects of Interpretation
The newer aspects of interpretative activity are as follows:
1» The radio
2* Window displays and exhibits
3, Motion pictures and stereoptioan slides*
Seven agency executives feel that the radio and. iri.ndow displays
are valuable in attracting public attention, but because of iiie great
cost of these two methods, the agencies use them in their interpretative
efforts to a very limited extent* Only two agencies use motion pic-
tvires and stereoptican slides for publicity and educational purposes*
Complaints
Special plans for interpreting the work of the agency through the
meeting of complaints are considered a vital part of publicity programs.
Staff members and the executive secretaries are responsible for the
adjustment of all complaints in eight agencies* In one agency the
president of 'tdie board handles all complsiints*
Lacks and Weeds in Agency Programs of Interpretation
Nine agency executives feel that there are definite lacks, needs
and weaknesses in their programs of interpretation* Some of the most
common weaknesses are the following;
1* Lack of publicity staff persons to act as co-ordinators of
all phases of the agency*s publicity efforts*
2* Lack of ability of these persons to correlate all phases of
the program with the psirticular work of the depai*tment in
which they happen to be working*
3* Lack of ability and skills in techniques of interpretation
on the part of persons engaged in this work.
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4, Lack of training of social workers to meet the problems
in the communiiy,
5* Lack of co-ordinated, well-plEuined field of aotirity to
bring about an understanding of the agency in its relation¬
ship to the total community welfare program. This need is
well expressed by Elwood Street in the following passage:
The publicity which an agency creates through various
channels must, if it is to be valuable, be interpre¬
tative, Too much social work publicity is merely
noise-beating on the bass drum of public consciousness
saying, as it were, “we are here, we are here," This
is not sufficient. The publicity must be such as to
give the person who reads it a better understanding of
the agency* s work, the problems it meets, and the way
in which it attacks those problems.
The true test of publicity is not quantity, but quality;
the true measurement of its effectiveness is not whether
everybody in town knows the name of the organization, but
whether everybody who knows its name also knows what it
does in its relationship to community welfare. Almost
anyone can secure publicity about an organization, but
it takes a person of understanding, imagination, and
ability to secure interpretative publicity, and it is
at this that the social agency should aim,^
Elwood Street, op, cit,, p, 405,
ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in the study:
1. The American Red Cross. ARC
2, The Atlanta Tuberculosis Association ATA
3. The Carrie Steele-Fitts Home CS-FH
4, The Child V/elfare Association of Fulton and
DeKalb Cotmties CViCA
5* Commvmi-ty Employment Service CES
6» Grate City Kindergarten snd Day Nursery Association*••.••• DNA
7* Family UTelfare Association* * FWS
8* Legal Aid Society** .*.* .........*** LAS
9. Young Men's Christian Association** IHCA
10* Young Women's Christian Association* *....*.• YSVCA
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TABLE 1
NUMBER AND KINDS OF SERVICES USED FOR INTERPRETATIVE
PROGRAMS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO AGENCIES
AND TYPES OF SERVICE
Agencies
Total F A Y A y C C D C L
W T M R w W S N E A
s A C C c A P A S S
A A H
Total 11 7 7 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 1
S-baff members or
B-baff commit-bees 9 X X X X X X X X X
Agency Board 8 X X X X X X X X
Ad-vlsory or
case commlt-bees 8 X X X X X X X X
Word of mouth
publici-ty 4 X X X X
Paid staff worker
tdio dsTotes part of
time to publicity-
work 4 XXX X
Volun-teer workers
■who do publici-ty






















NUMBER OP METHODS OF INTERPRETATION USED BY TEN AGENCIES







Total 31 21 19 17 16 14 13 11 11 6 1
Newspapers 9 X X X X X X X X X
Lectures, Talks,
Discussion and
Seminar groups 8 X X X X X X X X
TITord of mouth
publicity 7 X X X X X X X
Contact persons or
groups of persons 7 X X X X X X X




ers and bulletins) 7 X X X X X X X
Annual or monthly
reports 7 X X X X X X X
Advisory Committees
or clubs of in¬
terested persons 7 X X X X X X X
Radio 6 X X X X X X
Conferences, Seminars
end programs at the
agency 6 X X X X X X
Letters 6 X X X X X X
Plays and pageants
at other places
than agency 6 X X X X X X







Total A Y Y A C F c D C L
Methods of R M W T W W E M S A
Interpretation C C c A A s s A P S
A A H
Total SI 21 19 17 16 14 IS 11 11 6 1
Mass meetings 4 X X X X
Placards and Posters 4 X X X X
Special annual eami-
paigns and drlTes 4 X X X X
Dinners at agency 3 X X X
Use of students from
professional schools 3 X X X
Volunteer Trorkers 3 X X X
Bazaars 2 X X
Spesiker's Bureau for
supplying speakers 2 X X
Graphic Interpreta¬
tion 2 X X
Symbols 2 X X
Motion Pictures and
Stereoptican Slides 2 X X
Letter Heads 2 X X
Case Committees 2 X X
Window Displays and
Exhibits 2 X X
Annual and Membership







Total A Y Y A C F c D C L
Methods of R M W T w W E N s A
Interpretation C C c A A s S A p S
A A H
Total 31 21 19 17 16 14 IS 11 11 6 1
Essay Contests 1 X
Social Planning
Connell and Com¬
munity Fund Agency 1 X
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TABLE 3
TYPES OF PRINTED LITERATURE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
NUMBER OF AGENCIES USING EACH TYPE
Agencies
Total Y A Y c A F C D C L
Types of W R M W T W E N S A
Literature c c C A A s s A P S
A A H
Total 11 9 9 7 6 6 4 3 2 1 «■
Pamphlets 7 X X X X X X X
Annual and Monthly
Reports 7 X X X X X X X
Letters 6 X X X X X X
Bulletins 4 X X X X
Booklets 4 X X X X
Printed Cards 4 X X X X
Hand Bills 4 X X X X
Posters and
Placards 4 X X X X
Folders 3 X X X
Graphic Presents-
tion 2 X X
Letter Heads 2 X X
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TABLE 4
NTJMBER OF METHODS OP INTERPRETATION MOST COMMONLY USED
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF AGENCIES
USING EACH METHOD
Agencies
Total Y A Y c F C D A C L





S s A A A P
H
S
Total 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 3 1
Neiivspapers 9 X X X X X X X X X
Letters, Talks,
Discussion and
Seminar Groups 8 X X X X X X X X
Word of mouth
publicity 7 X X X X X X X
Unpaid contact
person 7 X X X X X X X
Pamphlets 7 X X X- X X X X
Other Litera-
ture 7 X X X X X X X
Annual or Monthly
Reports 7 X X X X X X X
Adrisoiy Committees 7 X X X X X X X
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